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o
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM X-64633
A METHOD FOR NONLINEAR EXPONENTIAL
REGRESS I ON ANALYSIS
INTRODUCTION
The investigation of physical processes frequently requires the use of
models that simulate or describe the processes. A model is often chosen so
that certain variables interact in the model according to physical theories
associated with the particular process. Formulation of a model often results
in the form referred to as mathematical models. This is the familiar repre-
sentation of the physical process by one or more equations that encompass the
physical theory. A model equation contains identified independent variables
and unknown parameters. Regression analysis is the statistical tool used to
determine these unknown parameters, thereby providing an analytical repre-
sentation of the experimental data.
The general procedure in regression analysis is to take partial deriva-
tives of a specific model-dependent minimizing function. These partial deriva-
tives are taken with respect to each of the unknown model parameters. If the
set of equations obtained by setting these partial derivatives equal to zero can
be solved by the usual algebraic methods, the fitting or analytical representa-
tion is accomplished. However, if these equations are transcendental in one
or more of the unknown parameters, they cannot be solved by the usual alge-
braic methods.
The processes of particular interest in this report are those that can
be described by decaying exponential forms. A mathematical model that con-
tains more than one exponential term results in a set of transcendental normal
equations if conventional forms of regression analysis are used. Thus, one
usually resorts to iterative methods that require initial estimates for the
parameters. The method described herein involves the least squares proce-
dure, whereby the nonlinear problem is linearized by expanding in a Taylor
series. In this iterative method, we first develop a starting nominal guess
for the model parameters. A correction matrix is derived and then applied to
the nominal guess to produce an improved set of model parameters. This pro-
cedure is continued until some predetermined criterion is satisfied. The
number of iterations necessary for convergence is closely related to this
criterion, the initial estimates, and the form of the exponential model.
Additional information on the various methods of curve-fitting decay-
type data to a sum of exponentials is given in References i through 5. Pro-
cedures for obtaining the initial parameter estimates are discussed in
References 6 through 8. It is noted that the initial estimate procedure herein
is not restricted to equally spaced data.
Application of the procedure is illustrated with data obtained from a
particular process concerning the anodic oxidation of metals. In this process
one expects an exponential or logarithmic behavior. From an analysis of the
results, it is concluded that an adequate two-term exponential representation
of the data is obtained. Thus , the analytical representation of the physical
process data is accomplished using an exponential decay-type model.
MATHEMATICAL THEORY FOR EXPONENTIAL
REGRESSION ANALYSIS
In general, we are given the set of observed values I (t ls fi ) ,
(t2, £2 ) » • • • > (t , f ) }. We assume that the function to be fitted to these
data is of the following form:
B t
fC = Aie~Blt + A2e"B2t + . . . + Ae m + K = f(A, B, K, t) , (1)
where f represents the calculated value of the response and K, A. , B.(i =
1, 2, . . . , m) are the 2m + 1 parameters to be estimated. The independent
variable is time t . We first consider the simple case m = 1 and K = 0
which results in a conventional least squares solution for the unknowns At
and B! . We have the following model:
(2)
By taking the natural log of both sides,
In fc = In Aj - Bjt . (3)
Let
and
C = In AJ
Y = In f
Then,
(4)
Y = C - Bjt (5)


















For m > 1 and K + 0 we proceed as follows. We write the parameters as
initial approximations or nominal values plus unknown corrections; that is,
+ AAj
+ ABj
A2 = A2 + AA2
.Do ~~ -t$9 ' **.P9
A = A + AA
m m m
B = B + AB
m m m
K = K + AK
(8)
For any assumed functional form, the following condition equation can be
written:
f . ° - f . C -V = 0i i fi (9)
where
and
f. = observed values of the response variable,
Qf. = calculated values of the response variable,
V = residuals associated with the response variable.
If we substitute equation (8) into equation (1) and the result into equation (9 ) ,
we obtain
+ AAj , Bi + ABi , . . . , A + AA , B + AB ,
m m m m
K + AK, t) - V, = 0/ fi (10)
or
f. ( Aj + AAj , B!i \ + ABj , . . . , A +AA ,B +AB ,m m m m
K + A K , t )= f.°- V. ./ i fi (11)
Expanding the left side of equation (11) in a Taylor series about the estimates
^ r*J t^i t^t r*j
A! , Bj , . . . , A , B , K and neglecting higher order terms than the first,
we have (i = 1, 2, . . . , n)
V.. = N. - F.. AA, _ F . AB. - F . AA - F . AB0 - ...fi i li 1 2i 1 3i 2 4i 2
where

























N . = f . -f. (A, B, K, t) (14)
The n equations given by equation (12) are the linearized condition or residual
equations. According to the Gauss least squares principle, the best represen-
tation of the data is that which makes the weighted sum of the squares of the
residuals a minimum. Thus, the minimizing function is
= f (AA. , AB . , . . . , AA , AB ,\ 1 1 m m
= W . V..2 + W V 2 + . . . + W V. 21 fl 2 f2 n fn (15)
The 2m + 1 linear algebraic equations for determining the A increments to
the initial estimates are now obtained by taking the partial derivative of S with
respect to each of the unknown corrections and setting the result equal to zero.










8vflV — + 2W V1 fl 8AB, 2 f
2 f2 9AA
8Vf2
» = 3W,V, W«3AK 1 fl 8AK f2 8AK
8V
+ 2W fn
n 3AA, = 0
8V





n 3AK = 0
(16)
or
- W V F _ W V F - - W V F = 04 £ 4 4 4 e\ Jr»"L Jr» ••• — vv " /> -1- j _. . w1—f-1—ll 2—f2—12 n-ftr-ln
- W V F - W V F - W V F = 0
If 1*21 2Vf2*22 ' • • n fn 2n
- W V F - W V F1 fi 2m+l,l 2 f2 - - W V F = 0" ' n fn 2m+l,n
(17)
We now express equation (12) in the following more convenient matrix expression










F F F11 21 ' ' ' 2m+l,l
F F F12 22 ' ' ' 2m+l,2



















By using the denotations for V and B as given by equations (19) and (20),
respectively, we can also rewrite equation (17) as
_ T








o ' f n
(24)
Solving equation (18) for V ,
(25)
Substituting equation (25) into equation (23),
B T W ( N - B A ) = 0 (26)
Solving for A ,
B T W N - B T W B A (27)
or
„ rrt m
A = (B W B) -1 (B W N) (28)
An improved set of values for the parameters is then given by equation (8).
The process or cycle is repeated to produce the corrections resulting from the
second cycle. These corrections are then added to the estimates from the
first cycle:
+
B/ = AB1 +




A a = AA l + A
m m m
B 1 = AB 1 + B
m m m
K1 = AK1 + K
(29)
These values represent an improved set of estimates to use for the third cycle.
An iterative procedure is thus set up for improving the parameter estimates to
any prescribed degree of accuracy consistent with the accuracy of the observed
data.
The standard algorithm is based on obtaining a nominal solution that,
hopefully, converges to the correct solution. The algorithm is summarized
as follows:
~k ~k1. Let A denote the kth nominal; linearize about A .
2. Solve the resulting linear least squares problem.
3. Use the new solution as the new nominal.
4. Check for convergence. If convergence has not occurred, repeat
steps 1 through 3.
The standard deviation of each of the converged parameters is calculated from
cr= a c (30)
where
n







The c elements in equation (32) refer to diagonal elements in the inverse




 Peel ing -Off" Approach
An iterative method for nonlinear exponential regression analysis was
developed in the previous section. Inherent in this method is a requirement
for initial estimates of the parameters. This section presents a least squares
"peeling-off" procedure for arriving at these initial estimates.
Our assumed exponential model is of the form given by equation ( 1) .
Generally speaking, if we plot decay-type data in the form In f against t
where f is the observed response and t is the independent variable, then




Figure 1. Logarithmic time decay illustration.
If we fit a straight line to the last three data points by the method of least
squares, the assumed form is
In f° = - B t + D
m
(33)
However, this is equivalent to the equation
-B t




D = In A
m
(34)
The coefficients B and D are given by
n-2 n-2 n-2 n-2













3 V t. In f ° - V t. V In f °P i i P i p ii=n i=n i=n
i=n i=n
(36)
Thus, we have determined the least "squares values for A and B . We
m m
can then obtain values for the residuals from (i = 0,1,2)
-B t .
. 0 7 m n - iR . = f . - A e
n-i n-i m (37)
We now take the next three data points at t
 0 , t . , and t _ and subtractn-o n-4 n-5*-^ -
-B t
~ m ~ o
the corresponding term A e and the arbitrary constant K from f to
obtain the following residuals
12
-B t









R =fo _ A e
n-5 n-5 m
(38)
Next, a straight line is fitted to the data for In |R .1 against t _. , i =
3,4,5. This determines A . and B , . The residuals for the next
' ' m-1 m-1
three data points are determined from
R = f o _ A
n-6 n-6 m-1









n-8 n-8 A ftm-1
m-1 n-
m
- or m n-8 ~
- A e - K
m
(39)
We now fit a straight line to In |R _. | against t _. , i = 6,7, 8 . This
t**j r*s r**i
determines A and B . . We continue this process until all the A's
m-2 m-2
r**> _ /^ ^ r**>
and B's are determined. In general, Aj and Bt are determined from a
set that contains more than three data points. That is, the points remaining
f**> r*/ r>u (*J
after A2 and B2 have been determined are used for determining At and Bj .
It is noted that since three points are chosen as a minimum for calculating a
rs^ r*j
particular A and B , we must have n s 3m where n is the number of data
points. At this point we calculate the weighted sum of squares of the devia-







W. = I/or >
f. = observed response
f. = fitted response.
Iteration Philosophy
The iteration logic can be summarized by the following steps:
1. Repeat the process, but use the last four data points to obtain the
no no
initial estimates of A and B . The next three data points are used to
m m
no no no no
obtain A , B . , etc. , for other A's and B's . This yields a second
m-1 m-1 ^
set of parameter estimates from which we can calculate another F ; call it
2. Use the last five data points and obtain a third set of parameters
no
which yield F3 .
3. We continue this , always keeping three points as a minimum in
determining A. and B. .
4. Increase the constant to K + 0. 05 K and repeat steps 1 through 3.
Terminate when the constant reaches a predetermined value.
no




The computer programs to implei^rit^the_Breyigusly^eyelQBedjthe_QryL
for exponential regression analysis were organized and developed according to
two general types of exponential models. One concerns a single exponential
and the sum of exponentials without a constant, and the other concerns the sum
of exponentials with a constant included. Two highly flexible computer pro-
grams were thus developed for the MSFC UNIVAC 1108 digital computer. Each
program contains double-precision capability and SC-4020 plotting procedures.
In addition, the "peeling-off" procedure for obtaining initial parameter esti-
mates is an integral part of each program segment.
The logic flow for Programs I and II is depicted in Figures 2 and 3.
The parameter NCASES is the number of cases of data processed in each pro-
gram. The models that can be investigated in Program I are
Model I: fC = Aie~Blt + A2e"B2t + Age' + K
and
Model II: fC = Aie"Blt + A2e"B2t + K
Those models that can be investigated in Program II are
Model III: fC = Aie'Blt + A2e'B2t + A3e~B3t
Model IV: fC = Aie~Blt +
and
Model V: fC = Aie~Blt
The characteristics of both programs are summarized in Table 1. It should
be noted that both programs can be easily extended to include additional expo-






































































































































































. ( 1) A. , B. ,
(2) A. , B. ,
( 1) A. , B. :
(2) A. , B. :
(3) Aj , B!
Model Fitted
K : i = 1,2,3
K : i - 1,2
i = l ,2 ,3
i = l,2
a. Each program has a built-in capability for
obtaining initial parameter estimates.
The parameter ITERM is used to determine control transfer in each
program. For example, if ITERM has the value one, parameters for the
particular model associated with it are determined. A value of zero indicates
that parameters for the associated model are not determined. A double-
precision matrix inverse routine using the Gaussian elimination procedure is
used in each program.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Discussion of the Physical Process
In an open circuit transient analysis of the anodic oxidation of metals,
one expects an exponential or logarithmic behavior. This fact is evident from
the experimental data when the layer is passive; that is, normal growth is
taking place. In some cases, however, growth is truncated by the onset of
•-oxygen evolution. In this region we have electronic conduction in addition to
a small amount of anodic or growth conduction. During the open circuit break,
therefore, we expect the conduction to be initially dominated by electrons and
18
as the voltage decreases, the conduction becomes primarily anodic conduction.
Thus, the transient analysis has to have the capability to consider two or more
conduction mechanisms, each with different relaxation times.
Basically, the voltage data from the anodic oxidation process are classi-
fied into four sets. Each set of data represents a different time held in oxygen
evolution. When plotted as a function of time, these voltage data exhibit an
exponential 'or decay-type behavior. The response data are represented as an
o
observed voltage, which is designated as f .
Discussion of Results
The observed decay data were processed through both Programs I and
II to assess the validity of the various exponential models. A summary of the
initial estimates for the various assumed models is presented in Tables 2, 3,
r*J
and 4. The minimum value for the F quantity associated with the selected
initial estimates is given in these tables.
TABLE 2. INITIAL ESTIMATE SUMMARY FOR TWO-TERM
















































TABLE 4. INITIAL ESTIMATE SUMMARY FOR THREE-TERM























Numerical problems were encountered for both the three-term model
and the three-term plus a constant model. As indicated in Table 5, divergence
occurred for the set 2 and set 3 data. It is noted that the determinant of the
coefficients for solving for the correction matrix was 0. 911 x 10~1B in one
case and 0. 162 x 10~2 in the other case. Convergence failed to occur for the



































































































































































































































































































































The data in Table 6 summarize the results for the two-term plus a
constant model. As shown in this table convergence failed to occur for the
set 3 and set 4 data. The initial estimates for the set 1 and set 2 data showed
some disagreement with the cycle 1 estimates. The a initial estimate values
for set 1 and set 2 are significantly smaller than the a values at the end of
cycle 1. Rather high error estimates for the At and Bj parameters are
also evident in this table.
Results obtained for the two-term exponential model are perhaps the
most encouraging from the standpoint of adequately describing the data. As
indicated in Table 7, highly accurate parameter estimates were obtained. The
converged estimates represent an improvement over the initial estimates with
the exception of the set 4 data. Here it is noted that a = 0. 0215 for the
initial estimates as compared to a = 0. 0600 for the improved estimates. The
initial estimates were thus chosen as the representation for the set 4 data.
The models that appear to adequately describe the observation data are
Set 1: fC = 0. 924798e-°- I6°783t
 + 0. 230238*-°- °1075lt ,
Set 2: fC = 0. 629470e-°- 23°23t + 0.
and
Set 3: fC = 0. 59870^°' I26326t
 + 0. 707297e-°- °°6l32t
Set 4: fC = 0. 424970e-°- 109368t + 0. -°- °°5876t
The observation data and the models evaluated at the corresponding time point
are presented in graphical form in Figures 4 through 7. Residual data are
presented in Figures 8 through 11. These figures indicate an adequate model
representation of the data. It is concluded that changing the exponential func-
tional form for these data to one other than a two-term model is not warranted
in view of the problems encountered with the other models.
The coefficients for each model are plotted in Figure 12 as a function
of the time to oxygen evolution associated with each set. These data enable
one to simulate the physical process using a two-term exponential model at
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Figure 4. Observed and computed response for Model IV analysis
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Figure 5. Observed and computed response for Model IV analysis
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Figure 6. Observed and computed response for Model IV analysis
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Figure 7. Observed and computed response for Model IV analysis
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This appendix presents operational information on the UNIVAC 1108
computer programs concerning the regression analysis application of expo-
nential models to decay-type data. The general organization of the operational
version of the two developed programs is depicted in Figure A-l. Since both
programs are basically similar, only information concerning Program II is
presented. A complete program listing, job card example (Fig. A-2), input










Figure A-l. Program organization.
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DOES THIS JOB HAVE A RESTART PROCEDURE? CD YES CD NO
INPUT TAPES





































OPERATOR COMMENTSi O SEE TECH. CD SEE OPER.
MSFC - Form 3019 (R«» Aufuit I9«9) DOVER
Figure A-2. Job card example.
36
Description of Data Deck Input Parameters
The card immediately following the @XQT card is the first card of the
input data deck. This card specifies the number of cases (NCASES) of data
that are to be processed. The format is of the form +XX(13) and appears in
columns 1 through 3. The information between the $ INPUT card and the
$ card is associated with a specific set of data and is input under the non-




The forms that the input data take include variable name and sub-
scripted variable. In the usage above, T and Y are subscripted arrays and
the remaining variables are simple variable names. The specific format of
the data can be either integer constants (i. e. , +218) or real constants (i. e. ,
1. 85921E+00, with or without the E notation). The description of the vari-
ables in the NAMELIST statement follows.
T — array containing the values for the independent variable
Y — array containing the values for the dependent variable
NN — number of data points
TL — left plot limit for the horizontal T axis
TR — right plot limit for the horizontal T axis
YB — bottom plot limit for the vertical Y axis
YT — top plot limit for the vertical Y axis
YB1 — bottom plot limit for vertical residual axis
YT1 — top plot limit for vertical residual axis
VARY — cr2 , variance for dependent variable
TOLER — iteration parameter
37
ITERM4 — control parameter for Model III
ITERM3 — control parameter for Model IV
ITERM2 — control parameter for Model V
38
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C N U M E R I C A L TEChMiJUE FUR EXPONENTIAL DEGRESSION ANALYSIS
QSI03
CUI01
I. C 1 I C
00 III
DIMENSION T* !„£> ,
-B1 I 7, U'.'l ,3M 1 JO.
-rUSt I L - > i V C ( l*t> *
-bCOTl |2) ,6COYl 12)
DIMENSION RSSl I£ M
OOUSLE PRtClSlON
OOUBLE PHtC IS10H
DOUBLE PREC I SI ON
NA"ELIST/INPUJ/T,
-1 IERM3, 1 TtK"2
CALL JDENT I ?3S )





bM 1 , S
r »^N ,
100,71 ,02(7
, ARI 7 , 350) ,
12) ,01, I 36 )
t/Cl , t St ICO
*3 , yC ,RE5 , A
» ,01 i02 ,03 ,
2,SM3,SMl
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1CU) .X^l ICO) .X3( ICO) ,BI lOij,
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FORMAT 1 )Hl I
FORMAT (//)
FORMAT (83H NON-LINEAR EXPONENTIAL REGRESSION ANALYSIS USING AN IT
- E R A T I V E CORRECTION PROCEDURE)
FORMAT (36H ASSUMED MODEL iS THREE EXPONENTIALS)
FORMAT (33H I N I T I A L ESTIMATES FOR PARAMETERS)
FORMA T ( 3X , 3rtA l_»EJ_J»_4_».2JUJ.H.ej.»£ Ht-6-«-2X-t-3KA-2-"E-|-3-«-6-r2*T3-HBT»ET3T6-vZ
"~i73~H'A~3"E"iy. 6 »2X,3hB3»El3.6)
FORMAT (ISM CYCLE NUMBER »I3)
FO R M A T (3X,22h P A R A M E T E R CORRECTIONS)
FORMAT (3X,'«HDAI«E|3.6,IX,1HDBl=E|3«6,IX,1HOA2 = El3.6,lX,lHDB2«EI3
-6>lX,<IHDA3cE|3.6(|X,1HOB3cEI3.6>
FORMAT (3X,29H IMPROVED PARAMETER ESTIMATES)
FOR M A T (3X,37n RESPONSE V A R I A B L E STANDARD D E V I A T I O N )
FO-RMAT (3X,6HSIGY|*E|3.6,3Xi6HSIGY21:E|3,A)
FORMAT (3X,3|H CO E F F I C I E N T STANDARD U E V l A T l O N )
FORMAT (3X,HHSAI=E13.6,|X,1HSB|»£|3.6,1X,1HSA2-E|3.6,1X,1HSB2«EI3
-6,|X,tHSA3=E|3.6,lX,1HSB3«E13.6l
FORMAT (3X ,6HTOLER«E 13 .6 1
FORMAT ( 3X,5MDTOL«E13.6)
FORMAT I 3X , 29HCON VERGE NCE HAS BEEN ACHIEVED)
FORMAT (3X,tBh VALUES IN LAST CYCLE ARE F I N A L PARAMETER VALUES)
FORMAT (13)































































FORMAT ( 3X, I 3>8(E|3>6,2X I I
FORMAT (3X,3|ri THE I N I T I A L ESTIMATES USED A R E )
FORMAT (3X,2Hl«)
FORMAT C19H I N I T I A L E S T I M A T E S FOR T»0-TERM EXPONENTIAL MOOEL)
FORMAT (5X,|Ml,8X,|HF,|1X,2HA|, |3X,2HBl ,|3X,2HA2,l3X,2HB2)
F O R M A T ( 3X , I 3,6 IE 13* 6 ,2X ) )
FO R M A T (30H INVERSE TIMES O R I G I N A L M A T R I X )
FORMAT (3X,7(E|3.6,IXI)
FORMAT (3X.I8H DETERMINANT VALUE)
F O R M A T (31H ASSUMED MOUEL [S TWO EXPONENTIALS)
FORMAT (3X,3HA|'E|3i6,3X,3Hai'E|3.6l3X,3hA2'E|3.6>3X,3HB2::El3.6)






FO R M A T (3X,Ei3.6)
FORMAT (1BH INVERSE OF BT»W»B)
FORMAT <9H b M A T R I X )
FORMAT (5IH OBSERVED RESPONSE, COMPUTED RESPONSE AND RESIDUALS)
F O R M A T (6X,8Hi;BSEKVEO,<>X,8H(.OMPUTEDl6X,8H(<ESIDUAL)
FORMAT (2IH END OF CYCLE NUMBER 13)
E
•
F O R M A T (76H OBSERVED RESPONSE, COMPETED RESPONSE, AND RESIDUALS US
-ING I N I T I A L ESTIMATES)
FORMAT ( 3X,7HSIGYlN«Et 3,6)
FORMAT (7H BT»W*BI
FORMAT (33H ASSUMED MODEL IS ONE EXPONENTIAL)
FORMAT (2iiH P A R A M E T E R ESTIMATES)
FORMAT (3X, 3HA I«E 13-6, 2X, 3H 0| -E 13.61
45
46172 72» - OATA-4BCDJ t I-J »I *» , 12) /6HTI ME ,1)*<>H









7"** D ATA (BCDK ( I ) , I »1 , 1 2) /6HRESIDU.6HAL
75* READ (5,1










2.N£.fc) GO TO 70ii
't.Ey.i;) GO TO HOOO



















63* C ST R A I G H T
61** C
85* IJ = s;
86* JI*2
67* BJ1=3.
86* 3tiCv/ l - J = I > J + l
89* SM 1 «»;.
9C* 5M2=C.
92* SMM=c-.
93* J JsNN- J 1
9<«* 00 30C 1 =
9S« SM I-T ( I ) *
96* -- SH2=OL06t
97* SM3=T( I ) *




0024*! 102* C ESTIMATES FOR
UU2H2 IfcM* B3«-((flJI
LINE FIT TO LOG Y VS. TIME
JJ iNN
•2+SHt
Y ( I ) ) +SK2
SM3



























16* DO 3oi J=
J7* X3(I)«-B3
J 6* KESI I )«Y (




I >-A3*DEXP'*3t I ) )
19* HES( I )»DABS(KESt i 1 )
2u* SM1»T-(U*•2*SM|
21* SM2=DL06 (WES ( J ) ) *SM2
22* SH3«T ( 1 > *
23» 3o I SM*t*T ( J ) •
SM3













































































































DO 3Q2 1= 1 , JN
X3I I )«-83»T ( 1 )
X2( I )=-82*T ( I )
RLS(I)=Y(J)-A2*DtXP(X2(I))-A3*OEXP(X3(I))
RES( I )»DABS(RES( I I )
S M I « T ( I » * » 2 + S M I
SMZ^OLOG'l KES ( 1 ) ) *SM2
SM3=T(I)*SM3
3uz stit-T 1 1 > •OLUG t RES 1 1 ) i +SMH
CM-TsMlIsMzIsHalsM-M/CAAi
C
C ESTIMATES FOR Al ,0)
C
Bl=»-((BJ2*SMi)-SH3*S'12)/CAAl)
A J a E X P (CA J )
C
C WEIGHTED SUM OF SivUAKES OF OE V I A T I ONS , H = J .
C
DO 3^3 1=1 ,Nf,
X 1 ( I )=-Bl*T( 1 )
X2( 1 )»-B2*T ( i )
3u3 X3( 1 ) =-B3*T ( I )
SUMDE V= J.
00 3CH I = 1 ,Nrj
BU . I )=0£KP( Xi U M
8(1,3) =O E X P t X2I I ) )
B I I ,5) aDtXP ( X Jl I ) »
3uM SUMDEVa(Y(I)-Al*BtI»l)-A2*B<I,3)-A3»B(I,b))»*2+SUMDEV
J 1 * J 1 + 1
8Jt"BJI»l .
KTEK = NfJ-J 1-6
F « I J) =SUMOEV




AR (5, J) =A3
AK ( 6, J ) =B3
NKOT= J














































































































C SELECTION OF SMALLEST F AND COFlAtSPbND I NG_ PAR
C
DO 307 i»+,IU
IF (F( I ) .LT.Q. I GO To 306
GO -TO" 3V7






TEMP( 1 )«F( 1 )












3tC~ COnlVNUE - - - - - -







t>0 ~3 |-|— f« I , I-J • —




IF ( ITrRM3.EQ.C) GO To 50CC
C
C INI fl At- ESTIMATES FOR T&0 EXPONENTIALS
C STRAIGHT LINE FIT TO




































































Y ( I ) )




C ESTIMATES FOR A2.62
C
( CA2




S M 2 « 2 .
DO Hc2 1=1,JN
X2( I ) = - B 2 * T ( I )
K E S t l = Y ( J ) - A 2 * D E X P < X 3 ( I ) )
K tSU s D A B S l K t S ( l ) )
S H | = T I ) • •2 *SMI
i ) ) + S M 2
S M 4 « T I I - D L O G l R E S I i M + S M 1 *
C A A I * B J 2 * b M l - S M 3 * * 2
C A 1 » ( S M 1 * S M 2 - S M 3 * S M ' < ) / C A A |
C t b T I t i A T E S FOR A I ,bl
C
A i a E x P l C A l J
C
C WEIGHTED SUM OF bUUARES Or DEV 1«T I ONS , rt= 1 .
C
DO H03 i»r,NM
XI (I)=-Bl*Tl I >
X2( I )«-B2*T( 1 )
McH
Bl I , I )»DEXP(XI f I ) )
P«I.3)«DEXP<X2(1))
S U M D E V a ( Y ( I I - « l * b ( j » l ) - A 2 * B t l » 3 )
B J 1 * ti J J + 1, .
KTER=NN-Jl-3
F tI 0)=SUMOEV

























































** 0 T ^




























AK ( 4, IJ)=B2
NKOT«IJ




c SELECTION OF SMALLEST F AND CORRESPONDING PARAMETERS
C . . . . . . . . .
DO 4a7 I«l , IJ





TEMP ( 1 ) =F ( 1 )
408 DF-TEMP ( J)-F (K )
IF (DF.Gr.C.) GO TO 4Q9
JJ1»K-1
NKOT«NKOT-1
IF <NKOT.EC|»0) GO TO 410
GO TO 408
4 u V J « J J 1 * I - -
TEMPI J)oF (K)
JJI «K-i
IF (NKOT.EQ.Q) GO TO 410
- GO TO 408
4l», CONTINUE
A1«AR( 1, J>-
B1«AR ( 2, J)
A2* AR ( 3 » J )
B2*AR (4, J)
JSEL2»J
WK I TE 16,101)
WRITE (6,124)
wr\j ft 1O|i£^j
DO 41 1 l»l , U




C STATEMENTS NUMBERED 5^0-599 REFER TO PROGRAM FOR THREE
C EXPONENTIALS
c - - - --




i. -3 6 7 b
iii)675








































































































4 rj 7 *
C | 1 E R M 4 a 1
C
•,y ft i T_E ' f> t 1 o 2
WR TE <6,»u3
«l? TE (6,104
,»K TE (6,luB A > > m > A 2 i B 2 t A 3 , B 3
<C CLE=J
A i =A I
" " B 1 » B J~ "
A22" A2
U 2 2 » B 2
A33«A3
1333 = 03
U J = N N
5Ut1Sw= j*
V V K T T E t6,I42)
!i'»<I TE (6, Jul I
<v rt I T E (6,440)
00 &OC, I 1» J , U,<
X M 1 )«-B I |*T ( I )
X2< I )«-B22«T ( I )
X3( I ) = -B33»T ( I ) - -
U ( I , 1 ) =UEXP( XI ( I )
B ( I ,3) -OEXP< X2( ) )
B ( I i 5) =>OEXP ( X3( ) )
Y C ( I ) s A I I * B ( l , l +A22»B(I,3)+A3.1»B(I,5)
RES( I ) »Y ( 1 ) -YC ( )
RSSI 1 ) »RES( t )
TS( I )»H I J
YSI I )«Y( I )
YCSI I ) -YC( I )
SUMSQ = RtS( 1 )»»2*SUM5(J
Bujl -vRITE (6,128) Y ( I ) , YC( I ) ,RES( I )
SIGYjN»SOKT(SUHSQ/(Bj-6.n
•KKITE (6,143) S I G Y 1 N
K K = N N
CALL QUIK3L l-l ,TL,TK, YB ,YT i43,BCDT .BCDYiKK iTSrYS)
CALL QUIK3L ( J , TL , T K , YB , YT , 35 , BCD T , BCD Y , -KK i T5 , YCS )
CALL ClUIK3L«-liTL tTK,Y8l,YTI,35iBCDT,BCDK,-KK,TS,«SS)
C
C rfV M A T K I X
C
DO 5r,l I = 1 »NN
5ul .V(I)«I./VARY
C




W K 1 T E (6,101)
WRITE (6,106) KCYCLt
DO 5^2 I "1 iNIJ
X 1 ( I )=-Bl 1*T ( 1 I
51
wlOlS
















































































































X2( 1 )s-B22*T(l )
5u2 X J 1 > =-033*T ( 1 )
•ft K T E (6,138)
DO 523 l a l t N N
a< 1 1 "Otxptxi ( i ) )
B( ,2 »-Al l»T( )*B(1
 tl )
b( i3 =DEXP(X2 I ) )
a j .1 •* A s* 9 # r / \ + h t 1 i \\ »*t 3^A<fcjC Tl* '*t5^*i3'
U( ,5 =D£XP(X3 1))
B( 16 =-A^3»T( ) *a( I ,5)
5u3 WRITE (6,128) 8 ( I , JB ) , JB= 1 i 6 )
C
c TRANSPOSE OK B M A T R I X
c
DO 5U4 K= I t 6
00 S.j4 1 = 1 , NH
5U4 BT(K, I )=B( 1 .K)
C
C N M A T K I X
c






506 Dl ( 1 , 1 )=0«uDo
00 5ij7 Hz i , Njj
5 u 7 0 1( N , 1 ) a rt( N ) * U N < N , 1 >
UO 5ij8 1 = 1,6







DO 5 | -3 I a i , N N
DO 513 J=l ,6
51^ D 1 ( 1 , J ) "O-u^u
DO Sll P=l ,6
DO 5| i N* j ,NN
51» OH N,P )«« t N) *d ( N ,P)
DO 5 J 2 1 * 1 16
DO 512 J=l ,6
512 U3 ( I , J ) «u« JOu
DO 513 M*l .6




DO 5130 I»l «6
St3u 1VK1TE (6, »2B) (D3( I » IX) , I X a l ,6)
C
















































































1 9 5 1"
<496*
^4 9 7 *




















5 1 8 •
519*
— --- - . .-4-^ — .v — . - - -. •• -
DO S|M 1=1,6
00 5M J*l ,6
12*12+1
p ( I ? ) «D3( J, I )
51H DD( I2)»D3» J.I )
M»0
CALL I NVRT(D,N,M, DETER)
C







5Hy WHITE (6,128) ( 0 ( 1 ) » I »K | , K 2 >
K 1 *K 2* 1
K2=K2+K3
K q * K 1 - 1
IF (KI.Elj.C) GO To Sit*!
GO TO 5110
Sill CONTINUE
c - • '
C 1NVERSE*OR J G I N A L M A T R I X
C
1 2*j
00 515 1*1 ,6
DO 515 J=l ,6
515 D33( J, I )«D 12)
DO 5 150 I B »6
DO 5150 JB 16
S15C D 1 D E N C I ,J 1=0.1x00
DO 5151 M» ,6
DO S"151 P* ,6 ~ " " "
DO 5|5| N* ,6
5151 DIDEN I M,P ) *D33 (M ,N ) *D3 (N ,P ) +DI DEN (M if)
I W»6
I«l
W R I T E (6,127)
S1S2 ~' WK1-TT T6, I 28 r™T D IOEN t I , J) , J«l ,6)
I W«I tt-1








C DELTA M A T R I X
C
DO S 16 1*1 i 6































flD 5 | 7 M= 1 , A ........
DO 517 N«l ,6
DEL<M,|)»D33<M,N)«D2(N,|)+DEL<M,l)
































DO 5i9 1*1 ,NN
Xl( I )«-B|l*T( I )
X2< I )«-B22*T( I )
X3( I )«-B3J*T ( 1 )
DO 52C I •! |NN
B( I , 1 )»DEXP(Xl (I))
8( I ,3)«DEXP(X2( I ) )

































DO 521 I » l , N N
YC<I)»All*B(l,i)+A22«B(I,3)+A33»B(I,5)
RES( I )*Y(I )-YC( 1 )
-RS5-H-)«fttS-1-H-
Y C S < I 1 - Y C l I )
«KITE (6,128) Y(I ) ,YC( I ) ,RES( I )
•DEVIATION OF RESPONSE V A R I A B L E '-»S ING I N I T I A L ESTIMATES
DO 522 1*1,NN























- 5lGYz«S13RT (SUM2/IBJ-6. ) )
523 SUM2=RES(I)»*2+SUM2











$ 1 S 7 C
C1H72






































































































SGB3»SI&Y2/SljKT (0 3 ( 6 , t, > )
WRITE (6,101)
SvRITE (6, If 7)
WRITE (6,liifc) (DEH 1 , I 1 i 1 = 1 .6)
W R I T E 6.1CI)
AR TE 6,lii9)
fik TE 6,fj5) A 1 1 ,8 i I , A22 ,B22 , A33 ,B33
V.R TE 6, l u l )
WR TE 6,110)
*R TE 6, Ml) S 1GY 1 »5 I bY2
WR TE 6 , 1 C 1 )
" tv R "T E 6 , I I 2 )
WfrrTi- 6,113) SGA| ,SGB1 ,SGA2,5G82 ,SGA3,St.B3
C




• D'TOUifABS (OTOL J
IF ( ( DTOL-.oflu&l > -GT.t,. ) GO TO 524
60 TO 525
52t TOLER*TOL1
WRITE (6 10 i)
*RI TE (6 1 1 M ) TOLER
WRITE 6 1 H I J KCYCLt
5i?5 W R I T E 6 ICl 1 )
W R I T E 6 i C u )
A R I T E 6 115) DTOL
WRITE 6 t 1 6 )
W R I T E 6 117)
-KKsNtr - - — • —
CALL QUIK3L (-J slL.TR , YB , YT ,H3 ,BCDT ,BCDY ,KK ,TS,YS I
CALL OUIK3L (U ,TL ,TR, Yb , YT ,35,BCDT ,BCDY,-KK ,TS,YCS)
CALL QUIK3L !- 1 ,,TL i TR , YB 1 , YT l , 35 ,BCDT ,BCDR ,-KK ,TS ,RSS )
NCASESoNCASES-1
IF tNCASES.EO.c) t.0 TO 800
C ' " '"
C STATEMENTS NUMBERED 6i.-t~699 REFEH TO PROGRAM FOR TWO
C EXPONENTIALS
C
IF ( ITERM3.EQ.C) GO To 2Ct







WRITE (6 , 1 01 )
•V R I T E ( 6 , 1 3 L: )
WRITE (6, Iflt)
























































C 1 7 1 3
017)6
it 17 2 I






























































» v R I T E (6,142)
WRITE (6,lt.l)
i!, R I T E ( 6 , 1 4 1 )
DO 6CS1 1*1 tNN
X 1 =-B I l*T ( 1
X2 =-622*1 t 1
B( )=DEXP! XI I ) )
E< )«DEXp(Xi: I))
YC e A l l * £ > ( I , )*A22»BU,3)
RES )=Y ( I )-YC 1 )
KSS ) =REb l 1 )
TS( =T( I 1
YS( =Y( I I
Y C S ) »-Y C ( 1")
SUMS(,'«RES(I )**2*iUMSu
6Ui51 WRITE (6,t28) Y { I ) , YC ( I ) , RE 5 ( I )
SlGYJN«S(iKT(SUMSQ/(Bj_4,) )
WRITE (6,143) SI G Y I N
k K K N hi^ i\ »* 11 n i
CALL QUIK3L ( - 1 , TL , TR , Ye , Y T , 43 , BCDT , BCD Y , KK • TS , YS )
CALL QUIK3L (0, TL,TK, YB , YT ,3b,BCDT ibCDY i-KK iTS t YCS)
CALL QUIK3L(-1 ,TL,TH,YBI,YTI ,35,BCDT,6CDR,-KK,TS,RSS)
C
c w M A T R I x
c
DO 6{U 1=1 |NN
6ul W( I ) =| ./VARY
C





WRIT E - (6, 1C'6) KCYCLE
DO 6J2 1*1, NN
X 1 ( I ) *-Bl 1 *T ( l )
6u2 X2( I )=-B22*1 1 1 )
W R I T E (6,136)
DO 6 i, 3 1 = 1 , N N
B( I , I )=OEXP( XI I ) )
B ( I ,2) =-A 1 1»T ( ) *B ( I , , )
B ( I ,3) =DEXP ( X2 I ) )
b( I ,4)=-A22*T ( )»B( 1 ,3)
6w3 WRITE (6,128) B ( I , JB ) , JB= I , 4 )
C
C TRANSPOSE Of B M A T R I X
C
00 6(,4 K = l , 4
D 0 6 u 4 I = 1 , tJ N
6b4 BT (K , I )=B( I ,<K )
C









































































































































Da 6es -i_«-i ,NN_ ._
i.5 BN(I,|)=Y(I)-AIl*B(I,i)-A22«B(I,3)
B-TRANSPOSE*V.'*N
DO 6(,6 1 = 1, NN
W6 D 1 t t , 1 ) BC*CDo
DO 60 7 Nxj ,NN
u7 D 1 ( N , 1 ) BW ( N ) »t)N < N , 1 )
DO 608 I = I , M
ub 02(I,1)«O.CD0
DO 6U9 M»l ,H
DO" 6C9""N*"I i NN " "~
U9 D2(M,|)»BT(M,N)*U|(N,i)+D2(H,l)
b-TRANSPOSE*W*B
U 0 6 1 1 I = , N N
DO 613 J= ,1
l£ D 1 ( I , J ) "0 CDU
DO 6|| P» ,H
00 6{| N c , N N
* 1 Dl <N,P)"ft N>*B(N,P)
DO 612 1= .H
DO 6|2 J= ,M
12 D3< I
 ( J ) «i> CiDo
DO 6|3 M» ,H
DO 6|3 P«
 f«« .
DO 6|3 N» |NN
13 D3(M,P)»BT(M,N)*l>|(N,p)*03(M,P)
' WRITE Tfritt^T -
DO 6J3O 1=1 » 4
130 WRITE (6,128) (03( i . ix) ,ix=i ,4)
INVERSE OF B-TRANSPOSE*W«b
I 2-1
DO 6|M I«l ,4
DO 6 J 4 J«| ,M
Dl I2)«D3( J, I )
11 I 2= I 2+ I
N = 4
M = 0
CALL I N V R I <D,N,M,IJETEK)
INVERSE M A T R I X
K 1»1
' • K 2 » 1 . - - - . . - - - .
K3»t
Kl»1
v\ R I T E (6,137)



























































~7 U U +


















































































DO 615 I«l ,4
•00 615 J«l ,4
r2»i~2^ r
15 033< J, I )*D( 12)
I N V E R S E * O R J G I N A L M A T R I X
00 615C 1* i4
isu DIDEN(I,J)BU.V,Q^
DO 6151 MB , H
00 6151 P* i4
DO 6151 N« .4
151 DIDEN(M,P)*t>33(M,N)*D3<N,P)*-DIDEN(M,P)
Iff»"4 ~ " '
I«l
WRITE (6,127)
*bi WR I T E (6,126) (DJDEN( i ,J) ,j«| ,*j)
I W * I SN - 1




WRITE (6, l u l l
WRITE (6,129)
WRITE (6,128) DETER
- - - - .- - .
DELTA M A T R I X
60 616 1*1 ,4
16 DEL < I , 1 > =u.uDc
DO 617 M«l ,*4
00 617 N» | jT •
17 D E L < M i l ) « D 3 3 ( M , N ) * D 2 ( N » l ) + D E L ( M i l )
IMPROVED PARAMETER ESTIMATES
A » I = A I t+OEL( l i l )
BI t-Bl I+DEL< 2 • 1 >
A22*A22*DEL( 3,1)
B22*B22*DEL(H, 1 )
RESIDUALS USING IMPROVED PARAMETER ESTIMATES
D0~ 619 'I • I ,1MN"
XI ( I )=-B| 1*T( I )
19 X2( I )=-B22»T( 1)
DO 62£ T'sI.NN
B( I i 1 )=DEXP(Xt ( I ) I



















































































































oo 621 i«i ,NN
YCI I )-A| I*B( I , 1 )+A22»Bt 1,3)
RESt I )«Y( 1 )-YC ( I )
RSS 1 I ) «RrS( I )
YCS~fTT*YC ( I ) " . -- . ...
62| W R I T E (6,128) Y I I I , YC ( I ) , RES ( I )
C
C STANDARD D E V I A T I O N OF RESPONSE V A R I A B L E USING I N I T I A L ESTIMATES
C
BJ'NN
STJ«"I»"S"i " " ""'
DO 622 1= 1 ,NN
622 SU«|«BN( I , | 1 ..2+SUM 1
SIGYI«S8RT(SUM1/(BJ-1.))
C
C STANDARD DEVIATION OF RESPONSE V AR J A BLE USING IMPROVED ESTIMATES
SUM2=C.
DO 623 I«l ,NN
623 SUM2«RES( 1 )**2+SUM2
SlGY2-S8RT(SUM2/(6J-5.))
C
C PARAMETeR-STB1?D-A1«r DE V J A T I ONS
C





A R I T E (6 107)
WRITE (6 132) (DELI I , 1 > , I«l 1 1)
W R I T E (6 IbD
WHITE <6 10V)
WRITE (6 133) A 1 1 ,Bl 1 ,A22,B22
frRTTt ~t~t tT?t'f -- ..... . .. ....
WRITE (6 110)
WRITE (6 I I I ) SIGYI.SI&Y2
WRITE (6 101)
WRITE (6 I 12)
WRITE (6 131) SGA| ,SGBl >SGA2,SGB2



































































































































CALL QUIK3L (- I ,TL , TR,YB,YT.13,BCOT,BCDY,KK.TS,YS
CALL QU1K3L 11 , TL , TK , YB,YT , 35,BCOT,BCDY,-KK,TS,YC
CALL OUIK3L(-I,TL,TR,YBl.YTl,35,BCDT,BCDR,-KK,TS,
NCASES-NCASES-1
KK • S   I
YC b )
RSS)
if ( NCASES.EC. t ) GO TO
GO TO 2ki





S M I » T ( I ) * .*2*SMt
S M 2 » D L O G ( Y( I ) ) + SM2
S M 3 « T ( I 1+SM3










Ir; R ! T E
W R I T E
ftRI TE
W R I T E
VVR I TE





R E S (
R S S C
TSI I
YS( I
Y C S (
Al I ,Bl I
(6 ,139)
( 6 , 1 0 1 )
(6, I Mi;)
=-Bl I»T( I )
)»DEXP(X I I I ) )
=Al 1 » B < I , | )






WRITE (6,128) Y ( 1 ) ,YC( 1 ) ,RES( I )
SIGYIN«SQRT«5UHSQ/(bJ1-2. 1 )
W R I T E I 6 , I M 3 > S l G Y I N
KK'NN
CALL OUIK3L ( - I , TL , T R , YB , Y T i M 3 , BCDT , BCD Y , KK , T S , Yb 1
CALL OUIK3L I * , TL , TR , Y6 , YT , 35 , BCDT , BCD Y , -KK . TS , YCS )
CALL QUIK3L I - 1 , TL , T R , Y B 1 , Y T 1 , 35 , BCDT , BCDR , -KK , TS , RSS )
NCA5ES«NCASES-I
IF (NCASES.EQ.Q) GO To BOQ
60
fr 2& 1 3 --- 9 i-2A ------------- __ &Il— TO
&25H 9i3» 8Qy CALL ENDJOB
02515 9i«*« STOP
02516 915* END
END OF COMPILATION; NO DIAGNOSTICS.
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SToRAGt: USED! CoDE(|) CC-1"3' OAJAI.,)
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK, KAMLI
cuoi HI ; BLANK COMMON i 2 )


































































SOQROUTlNt I N VRT { A ,N,M ,0£TER I
PARAMETER 101H-2O
C M A F W I X INVERSION *W° S I ^ OL TANEOOS ECOATIONS 5OLVEK
C A-IWPOT M A l R l A FOR IflveRISO'J OR AOGOMENTED 1ATHIX FOR SlME, EOS. IGSCO'030
C tl»ORDER OF CoLFFlClENT M A T H I X 1G50JOHG
C M"0 FOR INVERISON 0«LT
C H'NUMBEfl OF CONSTANT VECTORS
C DETEK-OETERM INANT OF COEFFICIENT M A T R I X
OOU0LE PRECISION A ( M , OCTER , 5 IGN > A M A X
OINtNSION IPIV ( 101HI , INDEX I0l«. 21
OET£R«I<^DC
SIGN* I ,000
«t 2 00 76 I • i IJ
IF ( I P I V I )-l )Swi76i5{,
52 00 75 J« »N
If ( I P I V J ) -J » 55 .75.ibu
bS INO»(J-| «N*1


























































































IPIV( IO-1P1VI IO + I
IF » IR»IC )9-0, t 15 ,90
9Q SLGNjB-SI-GN
DO 1 10 L»i ,NN
IND-(L«I )*N+IR
NOZ«(L^1 ) *N+ I C
AMAX-A(IND)
A ( IND) «A ( IND2)
110 A(IND2)-AMAX
115 INDEX(K, I )«IR
•INDEX('K>2)»1C
AMAX-A(IND)
D E T E R • D E T E R • A ft A X
IF (DETER)llQ. 255,110
HO At INO)«| *QDO
DO i&o u«i ,NN
I Np« ( L-»l 1 *N» I t
150 A( IND)-A( INO)/AMAX
DO 181 L»| ,N
IF (L-IC) 165, 181 ,165
165 JND*C IC-'l ) »N*L
AMAX«A( IND)
A ( I ND ) BQcODO
DO 18Q 1*1, NN
IND»( |-1 ) *N*l.
IND2«( 1-1 )*N*JC




DO 235 I * I ,N
IR« INDEX ( L , 1 )
1C" INDEX (L, 2)
IF ( IR-IC)2lCi23S,2lO












B F O R . I S DhA
MVI t tV- .* /
S T O R A G E U S t O : C D O E ( I ) C..JI76; D « T A ( . , I •JtuOS3; b L A N K COhhOI,,2| DOCCCu
E X T E R N A L R E F E R E N C E S ( B L O C K , N A M E )
C..U3 IKACt r
liCOt NERK31
STORAGE. *b$l&NhEHT (BLOC*, TYPE, R i L A f l V E LOCATION, NAhE)
CCU I y*. v-y3* iL
t.C01 i,Li.
 v^6 jt_
I CU« I l-l, wC^ I A3
C'3Uw I Cw-:-I» LM
uOoO 0 OOOLOC. CO
..-D^C 1 Outt lO 1B2
^OCO I OwXI4* LP
^ouo I cC-cuos IA)
GCCO I CDCOI3 183
0001 t'OU'-35 2L
OOGO 1 LC'JwCA IA2
OOL3 1 ^CCi,C3 in
OOtjO 1 -OU-..12 LC




tO 1 C 1
(, Jl 6 I
^i 1 u I
»^0" I C 1
^ J 1 U 1
tf C 101
v jlu 1(i;ic3































N IS THE NUMBED UF HOWS OF »b)
TRANSPOSE OPT IONS A«£ CONTROLLEP 6^ Tht SIGNS OF H AND N.
THE FOLl-OMNG PRODUCTS MAY bE OBTAINED
(O«{*)<B) PI AND N POSITIVE
( > e ( A M B > T N N£ t i A T J V E FOR (fa)T
I t • 1 A 1 T I B ) T M AND H N E G A T I V E ,
A ERE T INDICATES TRANSPOSE
i M is NEGATIVE, * ib THE NUMBEK OF RO»S or
 (AIT
"I N |S NEGAl IVE, M IS THE NUMBEK OF KQftS OF (B»T
OUTPUT ARGUMtNT ' C
DIMENSION CU 1
INPUT A*GUMfc.NTS • AiB.M.N.K
I) 1 M£N$ [<Jt, A I i ) ,B 1 l 1
DOUBLE PRECISION CDtC.A.B
I H » I A B S 1 M 1
JN*I ABb (t< >
IF (M ,LT. OfaO TO |









































I A2* 1• — »
GO TO 2
rAt » r --
I A-2-« I Nl




I B 1 »K - -
IB2»1
DO 7 LM*1 i IM
LC-LM
rerj-T ~ " "
DO 6 LP»1 »K
LA-JA3
L B « I B 3
DO 5 LNS1 » IN
















E N T K Y POINT T R A C L ALKEADY
ADDRESS LIMUs uCjIjaO -337532
STAPTINb ADDRESS J3I7I4
WORDS DECIMAL I57«7 IBANK DBANK







































































































C P L 0 T V / S C 4 i, 2!
CLINEV/SC4i,2u
XSCLV
C A P L C T / S C 4 ^ 2 u
CAPRNV/SC462U
CPRNTV/SC4t2b






































































0 1 5 b 7 0
U16J54
GGG




























































































































































































































































END OF COLLECTION - T I M E 3.972 SECONDS
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B x Q T ExPO
69
Typical Output Results for Set 1
Data Using a Two-Term Exponential Model
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. s 8i(?0r- 2C.UC C uC-CiGuiJO + £ 0 2 ,
.,
. 599999999999*999990 + ;, <? 2,
.639999999999 9 9 9999D+CC2,
. 6799999999999999990 + CIO 2,
.7199999999999999 9 9 0+002,
.7599999999999999990 + ^ 2,
. 7999999999999999990+^02,
.839999999999999999U + i)u2,








. 2 Z O C O U C C C C O C O C C C O & 0 + 0 0 2 ,
^"•OUOCOCOOOGOOiCOCO^
. 5 3 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 0 + 0 0 2 ,
,5799999999999999990+002 ,








. 1 3 40000000000000 DUO +00 3,
. DOOOOOOOOCtiCDCOCOCD + 000,
. oooooooooooeooooooo+ooo,
.OuuCoOUOOOuCuOOOOOO+OuO.
. OOOOUUOOOOuCGOOOOOD + 000,
. OUOOCCIOOCOOCCOCOOCD + OOO,








. GUGOOCOOOUuCUOCiCUOO + OCa,
. COOOOOOOCCoCCOuGOOD+COU.









V A R Y
T O L E R
I T E R K 4
• 3 1 vtwliuiu
. 25




































. wO 'jt)G3i>wOijuOi/£."j^ JiiO + y/ jc >
• c v a c a j c c u c j o v. L- * „• ^  -j o + ^  o o i
* w 0 ;* i? G C J C w w u 0 u Ci 0 vj '.: 0 •*• J £J C- I
w D > V C O C ? u C U w U iicOCCCi: 0 + C U u i
u3~tiCCiiil>
OC _ C-diuo
. v t? 3 U ^ ,- D u C
t uO^-v'C k. •wi.-
+ 68
i. C U w c i. 0 E + i, C
c i.< D

































. O o O C u i J o O i J O u G i i C C u u O D
. D O O C Q C c , C O O D C ^ C 6 C O o O
• C O O C ' U O C O J O u C O C C - O C ' v l O
i.. OOOU + O U U .
.OOOCJOCC j o '
. O O O O u C O C C O G C O C j O o O O + O J O .
»,.,.jG-J! C'GCiOOCD' „„„,




























































. 1 9 6 7 1 9 + i 1
.500563+1. t.
.339H68 + W..
. 751 ;35 + Qi.,
. 177415 + i.l
. 19191 7 + i. 1
. I905u4+01







. i 2 2 (. ; 9 4 +
 u I
. »26961 + j.-|
. 1292u4+w|
. 126^53 + t 1
. 1202'-5 + i,l
. 1 1 4543+01
. lOL5o8+c I
. 105643 + lfl





. V3l'089 + O0
.9i,6B69 + cO •





















• 2l5863 + i;l





. ICQ«»84 + t3
•97«v26-t I
• 1 Ul 178»uL'
•971 186-il
• I 1 8473 + Oi,
• 1 36673 + t-C
• I56334»i~




• 244959 + L'C
•251692+OC
•266993+^C
• 291365 + uj;
• 324914 + i,;:
• 3i;-743 + uj
.3199^2+00









• 4|716'3 + tO
.45)429+00
.477y88+0o
.51 2865 + iic
• 64f754 + C-C
• 592374 + I.-U
.62184 l + u)0
• 69C254 + 0-:*
• 734845 + t.C..
• 8^9925 + iL'




• 1 18219 + 01


















































. 153529 + Oi.
. 152772 + 01








. 122265 + CC
« 127769+oC
. 127769+00
. 125225 + C'O
. 1 21696+uO
. 1 1 7949+00
• 1 1 4336 + CO
. 1 1 10C3+00
• 107997 + 00
• 1C.5314 + OC
• IC9156 + CO
. 1 1 1471+00
. 1 1 2668+00
. 1 I3C65+CC
• 1 12902 + 00
• 1 12356 + 00
. 1 15105 + 00
• 1 1691 1+00
. 1 1 798S+00
. 121272+00
. 123609+00
• 1 25166 + 00
. 128359 + CO
. I3U677+OC
• 1 32265 + CC
• 1 33255 + C-C
• 13551 1+CO
• 1 3 7 1 0 5 + L -i
. 1 3 8 1 4 & + C C
. 1 4 C! 1 7 3 + 0 C
.14161 8+tO
. 1 43836 + tv,
. |45473 + CO
. 1 47729 + 00
, |<i?it22 + GD
• 1 = 1620 + 00
•153262+CC
. 155362 + OC
• 1 57760 + 00
. 160397+OC











































































• 95I72I + C-C
•686H9S+00
140500*00
















































NON-LINEAR EXPONENTIAL REGRESSION ANALYSIS USjNG AN I T E R A T I V E CORRECTION PROCEDURE
ASSUMED MODEL 1$ TWO EXPONENTIALS
-HHT1AL CSTlMATE-5—FOR -PARAMETERS
Al» .951721*00 61= .110500*00
OBSERVED RESPONSEi COMPUTED-RE-SPONSE,
A2* .I8I3C7+OC B2« .750&09-C2


























































• I588|3 + v/C
. 153213 + 00
• 1 f 8188*OU
. l1tt32+Q6










. 1 15779 + 00
• M tO06*OC
• i 12271*00
• I 10572 + 00
• I089bf*0b










-. 108H9C + 00
-.529668-0!
-• 100290-01











































O & f^ i'* e*t tl /* t -








































































• 755C.28 + 00






























- . 2 1 1 5 7 8 + e 1
-. 166372+01
-. | 6&B | 8 + 01
-. I 366ii0+01









-. 1736I8 + QO











. 9 1 3875+OU
• VC026C+00
• 886818 + 0^

















































































• 666UTJ — yo -— -•
6 T « IV • 8
•232595+ul
-.587038+01







INVERSE TltfES O K J G
• 1 UOUUO + 01
•27iu51-18





















"^  • ^~7 T 0 8~6" " 0"*^ "
-•752783-C4

























INAL M A T R I X
-•607153-17
• iuO^Gg+ul























































• • 6 9 3 4 2 6 * 0 1
>r7o5865+0l
• « 7 t 7 7 8 o * 0 1
• • 7 2 9 1 8 2 * 0 1
••740086*01
•750503*01
• • 7 6 0 4 4 6 * 0 1
••769925*OT
• • 7 7 8 9 5 4 * 0 1
• • 7 8 7 5 4 2 + 0 1
••795702*01
• • 8 0 3 4 4 4 * 0 1
.810778*01
• • 8 2 4 2 6 7 * 0 1
• • 8 3 0 4 4 1 + 0 1
»836248 + 01
• • 8 4 1698*01
» 8 4 6 600*01
• •851563*01 .
• • 8 5 5 9 9 7 + 0 1
•• 860109 + 01
• • 8 6 3 9 0 8 + 0 1
• • 8 6 7 4 0 4 + 0 1
• •8706CV3 + 01
• • 8 7 3 5 1 5 * 0 1
• • 8 7 6 1 4 7 * 0 1
• • 8 7 8 5 0 7 * 0 1
» 88Q6C1*01
• • 8 8 2 4 3 9 * 0 1
• •884026*01
• *885370*01
• • 8 8 6 4 7 7 * 0 1
• •887356*01
• • 8 8 8 C 1 1*01
••088450*01
• • 8 8 8 6 7 8 * 0 1
• • 8 8 8 7 0 3 * 0 1
• • 4 1 0 8 2 9 * 0 1
• 532206*02-
• •241823*03


















































. IGQuOO + OO












• 85OOOG— 0 1
•85QOOO-01
COMPUTED RESPONSE AND RESIDUALS
COMPUTED





























. 123494 + 00.
• 1208-46 + 03
• 1 18260 + CiO
• 115733 + 03
•113263+00
• 110848+00
• 108485 + 00








































































pb<»S I 12- jl
,3ts j382-c,2







-.269235-01 DELD1= DELA2S .H89308-01 OtLB2« ,32'*6<tH-02
IMPROVED PARAMETER ESTIMATES
t, Bl« . 1 6J7 ti A2 B2=
RESPONSE V A R I A B L E STANDARD D E V I A T I O N
COEFFICIENT STANOAKD DEVI
SGAl. ,2239il-ol SGS1 .602557-03
TOUEK« -. 1263H2-1/3
END OF CYCLE NUMBER
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